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AXN Heavy Duty announces Direct Ship Solutions
Entering its fifth year of Sales, Distribution and Support of the North American and
Global commercial vehicle industry, AXN Heavy Duty, LLC is excited to announce their
Factory-direct Shipping Solutions.
AXN Sales Managers are working
directly with OEM’s to maximize
the value and product flow to their
customers manufacturing facilities
in North America.
“We have seen a lot of interest in
our direct-ship solutions over the
past several months, and are
coming up with creative ways to
deliver complete ‘trailer kits’ in one
convenient container – direct to
your door. It is like offering bulkrate pricing without bulk-rate
quantities,” says John Logan, Vice
President of Sales at AXN.
Fuwa Heavy Industries and their
flagship manufacturing facility in Taishan, China, along with their newly operational
Shunde plant, support AXN by supplying assembled axles, mechanical suspensions and
landing gear. Adds Logan, “by closely communicating with our customers to determine
their forecast for product needs and specifications, we can scale the delivery to meet
their manufacturing deadlines and ensure a steady, timely flow of product, allowing us to
pass along significant savings.”
AXN will continue to support and distribute their broad range of products to the North
American market from their warehouse, assembly and distribution headquarters, located
in Louisville, Kentucky. With a diverse inventory of axles, landing gear and pre-kitted
suspension offerings, they are committed to fulfill special orders on an as-needed basis
as well.
Please contact your AXN Heavy Duty representative for further information.
AXN Heavy Duty, LLC is a privately-held, North American-based manufacturer and
supplier of undercarriage systems to the heavy duty trucking industry, including truck,
trailer and bus vehicle segments for both the OEM production and related
aftermarkets. For more information on AXN Heavy Duty, please visit the company
website at www.axnheavyduty.com.
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